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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

That preventing work pieces movement in the 
average way. The clamps were considered as rigid 
body and their loads were modelled as uniformly 
distributed force acting over the work piece-clamp 
contact area. Hajimiri et al. (2018) used FEA to find 
the elastic deformation of the work piece. A 2D Work 
piece was considered for the evaluation of the 
approach. 
 
1. FEA based Elastic Contact Model (FEA-ECM):  
The contact model of WFS is able to predict the 
behavior of the WFS more realistically. Many 
research works that focused on contact modeling 
used spring element to establish the contact 
between work piece and featuring elements.  
 
It is a computationally efficient modeling technique 
as it approximates the featuring elements as springs 
by ignoring the dimensions of the locators and  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
clamps. Liao & Hu (2000) applied FEA to analyze 
behavior of the work piece-fixture system.  
 
Translational Spring–Damper–Actuator contact 
element was used to model contact point of locator 
and clamp. Li & Melkote (2001a) employed FEM to 
simulate the behavior of the work piece-fixture 
system. Workpiece-fixture contacts were established 
using spring based lumped stiffness model.  
 
Motlagh et al. (2004) applied Armstrong friction 
model to model the workpiece fixture system. Fixture 
elements and workpiece were considered as elastic 
body. Spring- damper element was used to represent 
the fixture elements. are depicted in the paper and 
the upshot of the principle imperatives on the 
presentation of the methodology has been thought.  
 
M. Ravi Sankar (2011) - planned that rough surge 
manufacturing was mechanically created during 20th 
century the same as a system to deburr, buff up, and 
sweep muddled to get to the surfaces in the vein of 
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convoluted geometries and breaking points by 
twisted a coarse burdened visco-versatile polymer in 
abundance of them. It utilizes two upstanding 
different water driven barrels, which expel media in 
reverse and forward completely through methods for 
access made by means of the job piece and utensil. 
Touch happens everywhere the standard get ahead 
of completely throughout the exceedingly 
controlling entry.  
 
The principle parts of AFM movement are the bit of 
gear, utensil and coarse media. Strategy commitment 
constraints, for example, expulsion weight, amount 
of cycles, grasp concerto and type, tooling and 
installation diagrams have blow on AFM generation 
response, (for example, outside complete and 
substance end). AFM is skilled to make surface 
complete (Ra) on a par with 0.05 micrometer, deburr 
openings as humble as 0.2 millimeter and sweep 
limits from 0.025 millimeter to 1.5 millimeter.  
 
AFM has broad variety of apparatuses within 
ventures, for example, shuttle industry, social 
insurance enterprises, hardware industry, auto- space 
industry; exactitude bites the dust and shape as a bit 
of their developed exercises. For enhanced surface 
veracity, consistency and its presentation, persistent 
advances are enamoring position for revisiting of the 
available AFM progression apparatus and AFM 
contraption game plan.  
 
To prevail over a portion of weakness, for example, 
low completing rate and absence of capacity to 
address the state of geometry, scientists have 
anticipated an assortment of adjustment of AFM 
machines which are presently known as winding 
cleaning. 
 
Ramandeep Singh (2010) - Abrasive stream 
machining (AFM) is a modestly new non-ordinary 
small scale machining strategy builder up as a 
procedure to debur, sweep, buff up and dispose of 
recast store of activities in an abundant collection of 
apparatuses. Material is standoffish from the work-
piece by twisted a semi- strong visco-flexible 
manufactured coarse burdened media completely via 
or past the activity surface to be finished.  
 
Device makeup of multifaceted channels involving 
surface/zones unattainable to regular procedures 
could be finished and finished with highest 
distinction and exactness by this movement. The 

presented effort is a push to lead tentatively inspects 
the result of assorted vent/entry thought for 
discharge of coarse overloaded visco-flexible media 
on the presentation systems in rough stream 
machining.  
 
Barrel shaped work-piece shell of shifting cross-areas 
and length having different vent/section thought for 
discharge of coarse burdened visco- versatile media 
comprise small scale machining by means of AFM 
strategy  and the procedure generation counter have 
subsist pondered.  
 
Substance disposal (substance elimination) and shell 
unevenness (represented by Ra) esteem are being 
used like presentation activities implying the 
efficiency counter. Investigations are executed with 
groundbreaking advancement factors, for example, 
pondering of coarse particles, coarse cross section 
measurement, amount of cycles and media flood rate 
reserved as relentless taking place over metal as job 
substance. The result recommend with the purpose 
of the job-piece shell including solitary utter/section 
for media drain have unrivaled substance end and 
further upgrades in shell unevenness in relationship 
by way of job-pieces shells having various utter/ 
entries and the presentation activities lessen through 
growth in the measure of articulates for media 
discharge. 
 
Dabrowski L. investigated with Electro-chemical 
Assisted Abrasive Flow (ECAFM) for fine finishing of 
flat surfaces. Brar BS modified the process for the 
finishing of internal prismatic/cylindrical surfaces and 
developed Electro-Chemical Aided Abrasive Flow 
Machining (ECA2FM) process for internal holes and 
recesses and named this as ECA2FM process. Nylon 
Fixture was used to hold the conducting cylindrical 
work piece made as an anode and coaxial Copper 
electrode made as Cathode inside the work-piece. 
 
This electrolytic action results in the abrading of 
material from the work-piece surface and it results in 
the softening of the surface. The associated 
mechanical impact of the abra Magneto abrasive 
flow machining (MAFM- machining with the help of 
magnetic abrasives) is a well-known technique in 
industry. A machining process called orbital flow 
machining is being claimed to be improvement over 
abrasive flow machining process which can operate 
complex components under three-dimensional 
machining.  
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These processes are well known as HMP – which is a 
recently phenomenon in non-conventional 
machining advancement. Hybrid machining process 
are developed for the reason to made usage of 
combination or mutuality enhanced merits & some 
of the adverse effects are reduced or avoided for 
individually applied constituent process produce.  
 
MRR is considered as a general problem in almost 
every nonconventional machining operations or 
processes like electric discharge machining, laser 
beam machining and electrochemical machining etc. 
and several attempts are underdevelopment to 
overcome these problems. An ongoing development 
is being conducting via the main objective of 
exploring methods for MRR in abrasive flow 
machining and this paper reports the preliminary 
result of that ongoing project. 
 
A recent technique is being studied which uses an 
intense fascinating magnetically fielding around a 
work piece. Fascinating magnetic fields were very 
finally utilized in the research done in past, as 
machined torque is being adopted for magnetic 
abrasive machining or finishing (MAF), used for fine 
machinate operation of devices, specifically tubes 
which are circular. In this report the process is 
explained which is under investigation and this 
process is the combination of Magneto Abrasive 
Finishing and Abrasive Flow Machining, and it is 
named as Magneto Abrasive Flow Machining 
(MAFM). 
 
In 1960 there was a process developed to crinkle 
machining termed as AFM. Surface roughness and 
material removal rate both are being improved with 
this technique; it also possesses well-structured and 
surgical venues and the industries using tool 
manufacturing techniques.  
 
Surface fine polish to complex intricate geometries. 
This process has been used widely in many industries 
like aerospace industries, defense sectors, finish 
characteristics are being controlled by some 
parameters of principal machining such as pressure 
of extrusion, media, volume of flow, number of 
cycles, size of grit and configuration of work piece.  
 
AFF processes are recently trended to be joined with 
many other unconventional machining which is 
known as hybrid machining. This has created many 
new aspects for fine machining material which are 

difficult to get machined with complex intricate 
shapes and which seem to be impossible likewise. 
 
These are the processes which are in tragic use in a 
large industrial and technological arena for precision 
engineering. These are also used in industries 
working in the field of micro scale engineering and 
nano scale engineering.  
 
This paper review justifies the lean fundamentals and 
research in the fine machining arena and develops a 
well-known defined of this fine machining (finishing) 
technique, which has the aim of helped in the field of 
optimum machining variable for the finished off a 
kind of work piece material widely used in industry.  
 
MAFM is a new but known un-conventional process 
of machining. Its surface finishes ranges from rough 
to spontaneously fine. Small and sharp cutting edges 
create fine chips on very fine sized (abrasive) 
particles. It uses fascinating magnetic field which 
envelops the work piece which plays an important 
role in the deflection of path of abrasive particles. 
This process leads to get “Micro chipping” of surface. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 
Junye Li (2014) – As the thickness of grating grains 
is high and molecule measure is so lean; the grains 
prompts have an incredible consistency. The variety 
of interface of distributing circumstance, for example, 
expulsion of raised weight, causes the end result of 
coarse to nonlinear substance or material yet more 
noticeable on the essence of cylinder channels, in 
order to gain prevalent surface smoothness. Because 
of the grating's unremitting disposal impact on 
nonlinear cylinder channel faces, later than the rough 
stream machining, the face shape turns out to be 
moreover smooth and unrivaled than the good and 
bad times sooner than agreement. 
 
Jose Cherian (2013) - The basic percent drop in 
surface unevenness be able to be expanded via 
maintaining up the expulsion weight, morsel work 
whole number and Abrasive pondering at hoisted 
levels, even as the standard power proportion have 
the capacity to be expanded by keeping up 
expulsion weight and coarse thought (fixation) at 
taking off dimension and piece work number at short 
dimension. Likewise at what time the power 
proportion is most elevated the part reduction in 
surface unevenness is additionally most elevated. The 
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affiliation coefficient (connection) among normal 
percent decrease in surface unevenness and 
standard power proportion is lifted as contrast with 
relationship of normal rate reduction in surface 
unevenness with standard hub and outspread 
powers. 
 
P.D. Kamble (2012) - An intriguing (attractive) field 
has been practical in the district of a part is to be 
handled by grating stream machining along with an 
improved pace of substance disposal has been 
accomplished. Intriguing field broadly influences 
commonly Substance Elimination Rate and surface 
unevenness. The inclination of the bend implies that 
Substance Elimination Rate or MRR ascends with 
captivating field additional than surfaces unevenness.  
 
Thus, more u degree in Substance Elimination Rate is 
plausible at still hoisted gauges of entrancing turf. In 
favor of a predefined measure of cycles, here exist a 
perceptible redesigning in Substance Elimination 
Rate and shell unevenness. Littler quantities of series 
are fundamental for evacuating the comparative 
quantity of substance from the element, whenever 
experienced in the interesting turf. Intriguing 
attractive turf and media flood pace intermix by 
means of one another. The amalgamation of short 
flood paces and raised attractive transition fixation 
yields beneficial Substance Elimination Rate and less 
noteworthy surface unevenness.  
 
Media flood pace don't considerably affect 
Substance Elimination Rate and surface unevenness 
within the sight of an entrancing attractive field. 
Substance Elimination Rate and surface unevenness 
together dimension off ensuing to a distinct number 
of cycles. 
 
Ramandeep Singh (2012) - Presented that issue is 
separated from the work-piece by letting the stream 
of a semi-strong visco-versatile/plastic rough over 
loaded media completely through or past the activity 
face to be finished and done. This exploration work is 
a push to tentatively investigate the outcome of 
surprising vent/section thought for discharge of 
coarse burdened visco-versatile media on the 
presentation systems in rough stream manufacturing.  
 
The result recommend that the job-piece faces have 
solo utter/entry for media drain comprise upper 
substance disposal and all the more redesigning in 
shell unevenness in relationship with job- piece faces 

have various utter/entries along with the 
presentation methodology reduce by means of 
enlargement inthe quantity ofvent formedia 
discharge. 
 
R.S. Walia (2012) - planned the rough stream 
machining was exacerbated with the captivating 
attractive power for effective increase in stipulations 
of substance disposal (Material Removal). The 
interesting attractive power is created in the locale of 
the full range of the barrel shaped occupation by 
letting through direct charge to the solenoid, which 
builds up the entrancing attractive power in the 
direction of the coarse constituent part opposite to 
the hub of job. The assorted elements disquieting 
the movement are depicted in the paper and the 
upshot of the principle imperatives on the 
presentation of the methodology has been thought. 
 
M. Ravi Sankar (2011) - planned that rough surge 
manufacturing was mechanically created during 20th 
century the same as a system to deburr, buff up, and 
sweep muddled to get to the surfaces in the vein of 
convoluted geometries and breaking points by 
twisted a coarse burdened visco-versatile polymer in 
abundance of them. It utilizes two upstanding 
different water driven barrels, which expel media in 
reverse and forward completely through methods for 
access made by means of the job piece and utensil. 
Touch happens everywhere the standard get ahead 
of completely throughout the exceedingly 
controlling entry.  
 
The principle parts of AFM movement are the bit of 
gear, utensil Frictionless point contact was assumed 
between work piece and featuring elements and the 
contact point was constrained in the normal 
direction to the work piece. Kaya (2006) applied FEA 
to simulate work piece-fixture system during slot 
milling operation. Material removal effect was 
considered in FEA analysis. 
 
Prabhaharan et al. (2007) 2D static analysis was 
used to simulate the behavior of the work piece- 
fixture system. Padmanaban & Prabhaharan (2008) 
used FEM to model the work piece-fixture system in 
a dynamic environment. Modal analysis was 
conducted to prediction the deformated of the work 
pieces via machine operation. 
 
Sundararaman et al. (2014) used FEM to simulated 
the behavior of the working piece-featuring 
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operation during milling operation. Li & Melkote 
(1999) applied FEM to model the work piece and 
fixture system. Locators were considered as rigid 
body and modeling as displacements constraining 
sive particles results in better surface finish and 
higher material removal rate. This process is very 
suitable for thin and delicate parts because 
electrochemical action can be operated at low 
pressure. 
 

III. RESEARCH GAP ANALYSIS 
 

These depictions speak the likely improvement in 
surface unevenness and substance end pace by 
relating an intriguing attractive field in the area of 
the work piece in AFM. A game plan had being made 
for an amalgamated movement name M.A.F.M, & the 
upshot of means requirement taking place the 
presentation of system have be considered.  
 
Affiliations are accomplished among the substance 
end pace and the extent upgrade in surface 
unevenness of metal works at what time machined 
by means of this technique. 
 
The topical increase in the utilization of intense, far 
over the ground strength and high temperature 
restricting supplies in assembling need the extension 
of brand new assembling business as usual. 
Customary machining or equality process be there 
not liberally fitting to the assets be enamored with 
carbides and earthenware production.  
 
Customary machining techniques at what time 
practical to these modern assets are indulgent, 
manufacture small measure of surface uniformity and 
exactness, and create a couple of pressure, to a great 
degree deficient. Unique assets movement may be 
categorized laying on the foundation of character of 
intensity locked in. Little substance disposal pace 
jump out at be single serious confinement of roughly 
all techniques. Elimination pace occur to be single 
solemn restriction of approximately all methods. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

Augment the substance elimination pace as of with 
the coarse surge machining Dwindle the number of 
sequence for the material elimination rate necessary 
just by straightforward alteration of shifting the 
media, fascinating structure, and prologue of 

centrifugal compel we be able to be in the point of 
fact augment superiority of amount produced at 
fewer outlay of amendment. 
 
Get the AFM & surface evenness to a extreme- 
fangled echelon to conquer unaccomplished 
principles, which not merely force augment the 
merchandise superiority except in addition augment 
the use of homogenize auxiliary, eventually 
escalating life anticipation of the merchandise 
lacking any heave at any type of disbursement on 
the auxiliary. 
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